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By using an effective independent-particle model for an interacting electron gas, the relaxation rate of
excited electrons close enough to the Fermi surface is calculated. The theoretical description is based on a
binary collision treatment, implemented by an approximate nonlinear characterization of the residual screened
interactions and exact phase-shift calculations. The important constituents of a consistent attempt are discussed.
The results obtained are analyzed and compared to those based on perturbative linear-screening predictions.
Reductions in the lifetime of excited electrons are found. Comparisons with experimental data from different
sources are made.
















































One of the most important manifestations of electro
electron interaction in the conventional theory of a fre
electron gas is dielectric screening. The dielectric funct
itself is an exact mathematical property of the interact
system, but can only be calculated approximately. The r
dom phase approximation~RPA! is a well-known example.
It is, in fact, a generalized self-consistent procedure, wh
may be derived1 by making the linearized Hartree equatio
time dependent in the treatment of the influence of a gi
external field~the field of a moving, charged particle! on the
system. Alternatively, the same dielectric function
@eRPA(q,v)# appears for the screening of electron-electr
interactions in a field-theoretical~diagrammatic! approach,
by selecting a class of diagrams.2,3
The validity limit for the applicability ofeRPA in calcula-
tions of physical, measurable~or strongly related! quantities
is clearly visible when one needs the static (v50) residual
interactions. Well-established examples are the scree
problems of charged impurities, i.e., a slow antiprot
~heavy, repulsive particle! or a thermalized positron~light,
attractive particle! in a free-electron system. In the case
strong interactions~in the practically important metallic
range! between external probes and system electrons the
sumption of a first-order Born approximation, i.e., the use
unperturbed~plane-wave! states for scattering final states,
not appropriate. For a heavy impurity one can apply den
functional theory~DFT!, which is a characteristic nonpertu
bative method of many-body theory.4–6 For a light impurity
one can use a self-consistent, Kahana-type7 calculation,
based on the Bethe-Goldstone formalism.8
Interestingly enough, in discussing the nature of the
proximations inherent in a practical, perturbative impleme
tation of the one-particle Green function method as app
to the electron gas, Hedin and Lundquist~building on the
















tioned the possible need to go beyond the RPA, in a con
tent manner, to represent the screened electron-elec
interaction.9 In the RPA, nonlinear effects in the represen
tion of this interaction are completely neglected.10
These effects, in addition to their intrinsic conceptual
terest, may have experimental importance and verifica
when the energy~E! of an excited electron is close enough
the Fermi surface (EF) of the normal system. The couplin
to the system, i.e., the relaxation process, is mediated
electron-hole excitations carrying energy (v) and, due to the
Pauli exclusion principle, max(v)5E2EF .
Theoretical study of the relaxation rate~inverse lifetime!
is currently a very active field.11 Perturbative calculations
based on the electronic Bloch states~unperturbed states tha
are solutions of thesameone-electron Hamiltonian! of a
metal, have been performed recently12,13 within the standard
one-particle Green function method. A detailed quantitat
analysis of thenonlinearaspects by going beyond the~com-
mon! external-field concept along a consistent path is, the
fore, desirable. This consistent path must include the follo
ing basic facts: the physical electrons are not infinitesim
charges; the system particles represent a charge distribu
in a necessarily statistical many-body theory; their Coulo
hole is properly normalized, i.e., the maximum value of t
hole density is constrained by the positive magnitude of
unperturbed density of the system.
The aim of the present paper is to obtain, in a consist
manner, theoretical values for the characteristic relaxa
time t of an excited electron interacting with a paramagne
Fermi system of various~metallic! densities. In a compara
tive and deductive way we explore the role of some imp
tant ingredients of this theoretically interesting and expe
mentally verifiable many-body problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outli
the kinetic model of the relaxation rate. The kinematic
variables required in this treatment are fixed there. In S
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tering methods. The results are given analytically and
merically; illustrative figures are added. The last secti
Sec. IV, is devoted to a comparison with selected exp
ments, and conclusions are given. We shall use Har
atomic units,e25\5me51, throughout this work.
II. KINETIC MODEL OF RELAXATION
In the following we outline the description for the deca
rate (1/t) of an excited electron. The decay is due to re
scattering against the particles in the vicinity of the Fer
surface of a three-dimensional system.10 The system, at zero
temperature, is characterized by its Wigner-Seitz radiusr s
determined from the homogeneous densityn0 via r s
3
53/(4pn0). We stress the point that we use an independe
electron picture for our normal system and the calcula
electron-electron relaxation rate~inverse lifetime! is essen-
tially determined~for a well-behaved screened interaction14!
by the fundamental Pauli exclusion principle.15 Due to this
principle, the kinetic model of decay remains a complet
meaningful one for a Landau quasiparticle~a generic excited
state of a normal system at its invariant Fermi surface16,17! if
it behaves like an extra electron added to the cold Fe
sea.18
Here we shall calculate, thus implementing the kine
model of the problem, the prefactor@a(r s)# of the expected





In other words, we concentrate on the inclusion of basic fa
and constraints~see the Introduction! in order to characterize
the screened interactions required14 for the real scattering
process, and follow a comparative method.
Since we are interested in decays close to the Fermi
face, all the colliding particles remain very close to th
surface.10 The resulting decoupling~a characteristic feature
of a degenerate system! of the angular and energy variable
makes the calculation fora(r s) easier. Denoting byu the
usual scattering angle, and bya the angle between the tw








in which w(a,u) is the transition probability for the collision
process. By energy conservation, the scattering energyEc)
in the c.m. system is determined via cosa512(Ec /EF).














In the knowledge of a screened~regular! potential one can
formulate w(a,u) in terms of stationary scattering ampl
















III. SCATTERING POTENTIALS AND RESULTS
Now, we are in the position to close our theoretical fram
work in the spirit of the Introduction and the previous se
tion. In this way we shall calculate, based on Eqs.~2! and
~3!, first-order Born results for a given~in momentum space!
screened potentialV(q).
First, we connect the present framework with the pert
bative one-particle Green function method9 for the lifetime





in which m51/2 is the reduced mass in the c.m. system a
f (q)5(m/2p)V(q) is the scattering amplitude~now, purely
real!. Using thepeculiarity of the first-order Born approxi-
mation, i.e.,q52AEc sin(u/2)52vF sin(a/2)sin(u/2) in our
notation (vF
252EF), and furthermore a simple variabl
changeu⇒q in integrations, the twofold integrations in Eq







dq@ f ~q!#2. ~5!
Note that this becomesprecisely the well-known result of
dielectric theory10,22,23if we identify, via eRPA(q), the form
of V(q) asV(q)5(4p/q2)/eRPA(q).
Within the first-order Born approximation, it is customa
to deduce analytical results by using a simple Yukawa-ty
potential V(q)54p/(q21b2), where b25(4vF)/p if we










where the abbreviationg5(2vF)/b is introduced. This per-
turbative expression already heralds the special sensitivit
t to screening (b). The formalvF@1(g@1) mathematical
limit ( r s51.92/vF) of Eq. ~6! is usually taken~with the
above Thomas-Fermi screening parameter! by experimenters
and applied as a reference value:
a~r s!50.0683r s
5/2. ~7!
Note, furthermore, that a second-order Born approximat
for the Yukawa potential already requires the application
Eq. ~3!, and not Eq.~5!, because the second-order Born a
plitude dependseparatelyon the previousq andEc .
24
Of course, a meaningful inclusion of scattering requir
instead of a perturbation expansion, the use of the pro
transition probability of stationary scattering theory:25
w~a,u!52pS 2pm D
2
u f ~u!u2, ~8!
wheref (Ec ,u)[ f (u) is the exact~nonrelativistic! scattering
















































~2l 11!eid l sind l Pl~cosu!, ~9!
andd l(Ec) are the usual phase shifts.
Next, we shall show the influence of the exact parti
wave expansion on the relaxation rate by using the sim
Yukawa potential V(r )5(2Z/r )exp(2br), with Z521
andb25(4vF)/p. With this potential we perform numerica
calculations to obtain phase shifts to Eqs.~8! and ~9!, and
numerical integrations in Eq.~3!. The accuracy of the nu
merical procedure was checked for the Born limit, Eq.~6!,
with the mathematicalZ!1 values. The result obtained fo
a(r s) is exhibited in Fig. 1 by a solid curve, together wi
those obtained from Eqs.~6! and ~7!. The latter are denoted
by dashed and dotted curves, respectively. A simple c
parison of perturbative and numerical results clearly sign
the important role of a proper scattering treatment at meta
densities, even for a potential fixeda priori.
The next natural question concerns a physically reas
able form for the effective, residual interactionV(r ). The
applicability of an RPA-based static screening (v50) has
been discussed in many papers. Here we mention only a
important facts. It is well known from the pioneering work
Langer and Vosko26 that the Coulomb hole around a neg
tive charge is unphysical in the RPA. Although the hole its
is properly normalized~due to the use of the Poisson equ
tion! its magnitude at the origin@dn(0)# overestimates the
background value (n0) for metallic densities. Quantitatively
dn(0)/n0522.2 anddn(0)/n0526.4, for r s51.5 andr s
56, respectively. The usual static RPA form of screen
refers to a heavy impurity, i.e., the screening hole for a ne
tive impurity is the self-consistent solution of linearize
Kohn-Sham equations of DFT, treating them at the Hart
level.4 The mass of the probe particle is clearly missing in
RPA attempt. One can show this in the following way. T
Kato cusp condition prescribes the proper derivative of c
figurational eigenfunctions or densities at the singularityr
50) point of the Coulomb interaction. This condition
given by27
FIG. 1. Thea(r s) functions of Eq.~1!, obtained for the same
linearized Thomas-Fermi potential. The solid curve correspond
the phase-shift calculation. The dashed and dotted curves ref
the first-order Born approximation Eq.~6!, and its high-density













Fn8~r !n~r ! G
r 50
522Zm, ~10!
in which n(r )5n01dn(r ), Z is the ‘‘impurity’’ charge, and
the prime refers to derivation. This is an exact short-ran
condition. Furthermore, the derivative@dn8(0)# of the in-








The application of the RPA fordn(q) results in a factor of
22Z in Eq. ~10!, instead of22Zm, even at very high@r s
!1;n(r )→n0# densities of the electronic system.
In order to satisfy these above-mentioned conditions
allow the inclusion of the fact that our scattering pair co
sists of nonstatic particles, and to consider the necess
statistical aspects of the many-body problem, we use a t
parameter, pseudononlinear treatment in the rest of this
per. Motivated by established verifications of this treatm
for a slow29 and a swift30 antiproton, and for a thermalize






which is properly normalized in real space (Z521, in our
case!. The two parametersl andb will be fixed below. The
screened potential is calculated from the Poisson equa
















The screening parameters (a1 and a2) are defined as fol-
lows:
a15F b2l 1 vpAlG
1/2
,




254pn0. Note the oscillatory behavior ofV(r ) and
dn(r ) for the complex case ofa2. For a givenb(r s), one can
determine the nonlinearity parameter@l(r s)# from the exact
cusp condition, Eq.~10!.
It may be of general interest to summarize the differe
physically motivated parametrizations of Eq.~12!. ~A! With
l51 and at highq one gets the corresponding limit in th
RPA. ~B! With b52vF
2/3 andl50 one obtains the quasi
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ideal charged boson gas.32 ~D! The b52vF
2/3 mentioned in
point ~B!, of course, refers to an impurity situation. Its valu
for a dynamical situation, i.e., when both of the collidin
partners are at the Fermi level, is expected to be higher
physical grounds. In fact, by using a velocity (v) dependent
extension of screening30 for charged particles moving atv
5vF , one gets theb523(2vF
2/3) result.~For earlier, con-
firming discussions of this effective enchancement, see R
33 and 34.! In a recent paper on the physical consistency
the one-particle Green function method, Holm and von Ba
also concluded35 that one of the most important questions
the proper treatment of screening forboth the short- (q
→`) and long- (q→0) range parts. Note that in a partial
iterated calculation, i.e., beyond the free-electron propag
approximation but with RPA screening, they obtained sim
lar results atr s54 to those given in our Fig. 1, although wit
somewhat smaller deviation@see their Fig. 10;G;(1/t)#.
We use the point~D! to fix b(r s) values in Eq.~12!, and
determinel(r s) from the cusp condition. The potentials, E
~13!, obtained in such a way are used to evaluate Eq.~8!. The
final resuls fora(r s) are plotted in Fig. 2, as a solid curve
The dotted curve in this figure refers to Eq.~7!, i.e., to the
perturbative result based on a linear-screening descrip
The deviations arenotable, showing the nontrivial aspects o
a consistent screening-scattering attempt. More general
strong nonlinearity indicates the greater difficulty in findin
a diagrammatic expansion for it.
In order to get insight into the details of screening, in F
3 we exhibit the results for the induced holesdn(r ) and
corresponding screened potentialsV(r ), at a particular value
of the density parameterr s52. The solid curves in this fig-
ure refer to our consistent treatment@see point~D! and the
text after it# and the dotted ones refer to simple, lineariz
Thomas-Fermi estimations. Due to the cusp condition,
~10!, our normalized Coulomb hole always satisfies t
udn(0)u/n0,1 condition. In addition, and remarkably, ou
nonlinear potential is quite similar, in its shape and mag
tude, to that of Pines.36 The latter~plotted by a dashed curv
for the important range ofr ) was based on a sophisticate
FIG. 2. Differenta(r s) functions required in Eq.~1!. The solid
curve is based on nonlinear parametrizations~as a function ofr s) of
Eq. ~13!, and phase-shift calculation for the scattering potenti
The dotted curve, as in Fig. 1, is the high-density first-order B













canonical transformation method for the interacting elect
system, to characterize screened exchange and Coulomb
relation at metallic densities.
Note that our value for 1 dn(0)/n0 is smaller than the
value obtained from the average pair correlation funct
@g(r )# of the Hartree-Fock approximationg(r 50)51/2.
Physically, in the present nonlinear Hartree-type model
strong repulsion at short distances~determining thel) and
the average kinetic term~the b factor! work against each
other. At low densities (r s@1) the Coulomb repulsion mus
win, and the screening should be similar to that of
constant-hole, i.e., Wigner-Seitz-like, picture. This latter,
the optimal electrostatic screening, may provide a bound
a(r s) in the dilute-fluid limit.
Finally, we close this section by calculating the relaxati
rate for a light hole, which is constrained~by its momentum
and energy! to the vicinity of the Fermi surface. Clearly
treating the hole as a moving positron we now haveb52
3(2vF
2/3) andZ51, in Eqs.~10!, ~12!, and ~13!. We per-
formed numerical integrations to obtain the phase shifts,
in Eq. ~3! also. The hole-relaxation rates@a(r s)# obtained
are plotted in Fig. 4, by the solid curve. The dotted cur
refers to the electron-relaxation rates~solid curve in Fig. 2!.
By simple comparison one can deduce a remarka
‘‘charge-sign’’ effect for the lifetimet. This effect is known,
for heavy unit-charge intruders, as the Barkas effect.6,30,37
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Within an effective independent-particle model, a
based on equilibrium conditions of statistical physics,
deduced numerical values for the probability amplitud
.
n
FIG. 3. United representation of induced Coulomb hole den
ties @normalized asdn(r )/n0# and corresponding screened pote
tials @plotted asrV(r )# for r s52. The solid curves are the resul
based on the nonlinear parametrization. The dotted curves are
results of a linearized Thomas-Fermi approximation. The das









































































RELAXATION RATE OF EXCITED ELECTRONS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 035102@exp(2t/t)# that determine the decay of distributions for pa
ticles prepared in given momentum-energy states close to
invariant Fermi surface. An interpretation of this decay a
finite lifetime implies an uncertainty in the one-particle e
ergy. Therefore, the applicability limit~for the energyE) of
our results is estimated, according to Pines and Nozier`es,10 to
be (1/t)<2(E2EF)/\, i.e., a(r s)(E2EF)<2 in a.u. Ex-
cited electrons of this energy range have long enough
time and there is, in principle, a high probability for activa
ing chemical reactions in the surface region of a metal.11,38
Of course, nonlifetime effects, i.e., due to impurities in a r
target, may result in more complicated physics on the fe
tosecond time scale.
Due to the important developments in ultrafast laser te
nology for time-domain measurements, lifetimes of exci
electrons have been and will be probed.38 These experiments
are relevant for potential technological applications. Sim
larly, the method based on cold Scanning tunneling micr
copy ~STM! can be used39 to study the spatial decay of in
terference patterns; this process is governed by elect
electron scattering. The method is free from complica
cascade and depopulation effects, and thus it is close to
equilibrium condition, inherent in the theoretical attempts
A recent experiment,40 performed by time-resolved two
photon photoemission for an Al target to obtain a relaxat
time, indicates similar deviations from Eq.~7! as our theo-
retical curves show in Fig. 2. Further experiments for ot
free-electron-like metals~i.e., for Mg! would help to under-
stand the basic constituents of an especially sensitive t
retical quantity: the calculated lifetime of excited electron
A recent analysis39 of a STM experiment for lifetimes at Ag
and Cu surfaces shows the characteristic energy depend
and, in addition, reduction~about 70%) of the lifetime in
comparison with Eq.~7!. An ingredient of the observed de
cay rate of electrons at metal surfaces arises from intrab
transitions, as happens with hole states at the surface
according to a theoretical calculation.41 However, part of the
above-mentioned reduction may also have its origin in n
linearity.
FIG. 4. Nonlinear results for thea(r s) function. The solid curve
refers to the case of hole-electron scattering. For comparison
function for electron-electron scattering is plotted here by a do




















The inelastic mean free path~IMFP! of electrons is an
important parameter in photoelectron spectroscopy. It de
mines the sampling depth and is related to the instantane
energy loss.42 The experimental data, based on synchrotr
radiation,43 were investigated44 for the lighter alkali metals
(Li: r s53.3,Na:r s54) by using the perturbative treatment
the RPA. Below about (E2EF).10 eV, a notable drop of
experimental points below this theoretical estimation w
found. An explanation for the drop, in our treatment, is t
enhancement ofa(r s) values ~see Fig. 2!. The IMFP is
proportional42 to @a(r s)(E2EF)
3#21, and the interacting-
electron-gas model is expected to be valid for the experim
tal situation.45
A system of identical particles, not localized in space a
in strong interaction with one another, represents to a ge
inely important problem. The actual physical process, de
of the momentum distribution of excited states, is of gre
interest.11,38–40,43,46In this paper we addressed this questi
by using some physically consistent approximations
many-body theory and stationary scattering formalism. T
consistency is achieved by constructing a nonlinear effec
scattering potential for electrons at the Fermi level and c
culating the scattering amplitude beyond the common fi
order Born approximation. The influence of the charg
dependent Coulomb correlations turned out to be import
and notable reductions in the lifetime of excited electro
were found. Future theoretical works, within nonperturbat
attempts, may address the questions of exchange in sca
ing and screening, i.e., the role of spins of an embed
scattering pair, in a consistent way. The well-establishe47
spin-dependent effective potentials, obtained in linear
sponse treatment with many-body local field methodolo
beyond the RPA, are applicable in principle only in firs
order Born approximation48 for the singlet and triplet parts o
the Mott-like differential cross section. Careful theoretic
calculations49,50 performed in such a manner gave enchan
ments for the scattering rate~inverse lifetime! in comparison
with the standard RPA-based prediction. Clearly, the non
ear aspect of the spin-dependent Pauli correlations, in a
tion to the charge-dependent ones, may provide an inter
ing problem in the physical process examined. In this resp
the local density approximation, inherent in the mention
local field methodology, requires special attention and car
lower electron densities due to the obvious Wigner-Seitz-l
nature of the direct screening hole. Finally, time-depend
~transient and memory! aspects, beyond the adiabatic pictu
may give a further challenge.
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